
Abstract—Ocean monitoring requirements have fomented the evolution of sensor platforms such as Lagrangian drifters,
whose autonomy is a critical factor in the design process. Energy Harvesting (EH) has proven to be a sound option as an
autonomous power source for sensor platforms. This paper deals with the design and simulation of a kinetic energy
harvester (KEH) that captures energy from a drifter’s motion under wave excitation. This KEH is based on a rolling mass
resonator with permanent magnets that oscillate with respect to a frame which includes a coil system. The induced current
on the coil results from the relative motion of the rolling mass, whose natural frequency is tuned to match the drifter’s to
achieve resonance. Preliminary simulations usingOrcaFlex provide themotion vectors of the drifter, used to excite theKEH’s
frame. A multi bodyMSC.ADAMSmodel has been developed consisting of a simple DOFmass spring damper system that
includes the frame motion and the electrical and electromagnetic models. Results provide an estimation of the power
generated on a resistive load, showing 23 mJ harvested during a one minute simulation.

Shortened version of the tile —Wave Energy Harvester for Oceanic Drifter

Keywords— Lagrangian Drifter, Sensor Platform, Energy Harvesting (EH), Wave Energy Converter (WEC), Rolling Mass
Harvester, Resonance, OrcaFlex, MSC.ADAMS and mass spring damper system

I. INTRODUCTION

LOBALwarming is an emergency thatmust be tackled at all levels as it threatens the stability of our planet. Marine
biodiversity is highly affected by this phenomenon. Almost 90% of the heat produced during the last decade has
been absorbed by oceans and the effects of this rise in temperature are unknown as 95% of them remain

unexplored. For this reason, ocean monitoring is essential to preserve not only marine species, but also to maintain the
earth’s health. Oceanographic sensor platforms provide biological and meteorological data to help understand changes
in the marine environment and thus help preserve it. For example, underwater cabled observatories as the one presented
in [1] provide huge amounts of data from a specific seafloor point. They do not have power or bandwidth restrictions,
but they are expensive, high maintenance platforms that cannot cover large ocean regions. Underwater autonomous
vehicles (UAV) [2] are able to cover higher areas but are also costly to run.

Lagrangian drifters (Fig. 1) are autonomous floating passive devices used inmarine climate research or oil spill tracking
that provide surface marine data [3]. They are low cost, versatile and easy to deploy instrumentation, so many of them
can be deployed in large oceanic regions forming a surface sensors network. Drifter deployments can last for years, so
autonomy is one of the main design challenges [4]. Several Energy Harvesting (EH) sources are being explored to reduce
costs in battery replacement maintenance tasks. Solar panels have been the most common commercial solution to expand
a drifter’s autonomy (Sofar: Spotter, Fastwave: Voyager Solar). Drifters must however avoid the impact of the wind
because this may compromise proper superficial current tracking [5]. Consequently, they must be mostly submerged,
thus interfering with the feasibility of solar harvesting. Also, depending on a single EH source will have little effect on
making the unit more autonomous. For this reason, other EH sources are being explored, including the oscillatory
movement of the drifter itself caused by the interaction with the ocean waves.

Thorner et al. classified in [6] the different EHmethods related to marine environment sources, leading pendulum and
gyroscope devices as the most appropriate technologies to scavenge the drifter’s motion. Recent advances have proven
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the value of electromagnetic techniques as suitable Power Take Off (PTO) elements for small scale, low power floating
monitoring devices [7]–[10].

In [11] and [12], a novel small scale pendulum type Wave Energy Converter (WEC) which uses the wave motion and
current flow to generate power from a drifter was presented. It consists of a double pendulum containing an arm with a
proof mass guaranteeing the alignment of the main body with the wave direction. The arm is articulated to a ring which
is in turn articulated to the buoy, so it participates in the ring oscillation relative to the buoy. A gear train is coupled to
the ring. Through that train, energy is accumulated in a flywheel which drives a DC electrical generator acting as the
PTO. The gear system amplifies the angular velocity with a positive ratio of 35 and, by means of a one way bearing,
unidirectional rotation of the generator is ensured.

A first prototype of thisWECwas embedded into an oceanic drifter and tested in shallowwaters [13]. Themain purpose
of this test was to measure the drifters’ motion and analyse how it transduces into energy production. Results showed a
useful mean power in the order of milliwatts, which can be used as a backup powering system. When the primary
batteries are exhausted, it allows the drifter to send messages about its location so it can be recovered.

In this paper, a different approach of WEC has been proposed using a Kinetic Energy Harvesting (KEH) device. The
design of this harvester is based on a rollingmass resonator, previously introduced in [14], developed for humanwearable
applications. General body movements provide the motion of a magnetic rolling mass that induces voltage on a coil
conductor. In this field, very low operation frequencies are observed, normally within the 2 – 3 Hz frequency bandwidth.
Very similar conditions are expected in the ocean drifter’s motion under sea excitation, with some lower dominant
frequencies. This paper presents the redesign of the rolling mass resonator to work as a KEH for oceanic drifter
applications and attempts to expand its autonomy. Design parameters and electromechanical responses of this EH system
are analysed to adjust the KEH’s natural frequency to the drifter’s. Work also includes the estimation of the harvested
power for a specific simulated sea state.

To fulfil this objective, several dynamic simulations have previously been performed in OrcaFlex in order to
understand the drifter’s behaviour in common swell conditions. This simulation provides important inputs for the
appropriate design of the WEC based on the rolling mass resonator. Also, a multibody system with a coupled electro
mechanical model [15] has been used for the simulation of the output power responses [16] under the assumed sea
conditions.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the simulation of a drifter in the sea using commercial software
(OrcaFlex). Section III presents the coupled model and preliminary design of the rolling mass energy harvester. Section
IV presentsmulti bodymodel and simulation results of the proposed rollingmass harvester under sea conditions. Finally,
Section V presents the conclusions.

II. DRIFTER DYNAMICS UNDER THEWAVE EXCITATION

The EC founded MELOA project [3] is developing a new family of low cost, versatile and easy to deploy drifters for
marine climate research. One of these units, WAVY Ocean (WO), will be designed to collect and transmit offshore oceanic
data using a satellite link. Fig. 1 shows one of these units deployed in a controlled sea area during a validation test. The
WO includes the Argos Antenna, the Li Ion battery pack, the PV cells and the main electronics. It is equipped with two
thermistor measuring sensors (air and subsurface temperature), an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) for the wave
parameter estimation and a GNSS for the current tracking. The KEH system designed in this paper should be embedded
at the centre of the WO to work as a hybrid EH system together with the PV cells. The WO has a spherical shape of 20 cm
diameter and weighs 3.7 kg. This results in an overhang of 5 cm from the Still Water Line (SWL) in rest conditions,
reducing the impact of the wind in the WO shell. Also, placing the battery pack below the drifter’s geometric centre (cg)
shifts its centre of mass (cm) downwards by 2 cm, making the drifter stable and thus ensuring the antenna is always above
the waterline.
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The drifter motion has been simulated through OrcaFlex, a dynamic analysis software for offshore marine systems in
order to understand the interaction between the sea waves and the drifter and to help design a successful KEH. This
package has been used to emulate an ocean with common swell conditions and provide the vectors of motion of a free
floating buoy. These motion vectors were then used in the KEH design phase. Only the kinematics results and not the
forces have been considered in the design. The spherical drifter was modelled with the parameters shown in TABLE I,
using 24 stacked, flat cylinders of appropriate diameters. Fig. 2.a shows the resulting modelled WO with the location of
the WO’s local coordinates origin at the bottom of the sphere. The sea state was modelled using the Ochi Hubble wave
spectrum [17], a sea model that statistically describes the behaviour of the water particles in shallow waters. In our case,
we have used only one predominant frequency with the parameters reported in TABLE II and without any current or
wind influence. That results in a bandwidth distribution of frequencies around the predominant frequency, as can be
later seen in Fig. 3 from the results. OrcaFlex uses theMorrison equations [18] to obtain the contact forces of the interaction
between the drifter and the sea. This model includes two components; an inertia force in phase with the water acceleration
and a drag force proportional to the square of the instantaneous water velocity. The simulation has been performed with
a time step of 50 milliseconds and a total time of 40 seconds.

Fig. 2.b defines the drifter’s local axis, where X is the horizontal axis and Z the vertical axis. It also defines the concepts
of wave height (H) and period (T) among the SWL. For the sake of simplicity, the wave propagation direction has been
aligned with the horizontal drifter’s local axis X, leading to a simpler model of 2D with 3 Degrees Of Freedom (DOF). The
interaction with the wave motion causes the oscillation acceleration in the vertical (heave AZ) and horizontal (surge AX)
axis and a rotation (pitch GY) among the perpendicular axis Y. These threeDOFwere themain components of the drifter’s
motion that would be later used on the design of the WEC.

Simulation results are shown in Fig. 3, where the sea elevation is in blue, AX in orange, AZ in purple and GY in green.
For this figure, sea elevation is in meters, linear accelerations are in g acc and angular rotations are in rad/s. Also, results
are taken at the geometric centre (cg) of the drifter. The sea elevation is presented in the first pair of plots of Fig. 3, with
the common frequency distribution of Ochi Hubble wave spectra around the main modal frequency (fm1) of 0.2 Hz. The
non linear response of the drifter is in concordance with the non linarites expected on a body under wave influence [19],
as one natural frequency ( ) is found for each DOF. The horizontal acceleration AX has a dominant frequency
of 1.25 Hz (as shown in the spectrum), with a maximum peak to peak amplitude of the time signal of 1.1 g. The dominant
frequency of the vertical acceleration AZ is 0.92 Hz with a maximum peak to peak amplitude of 0.5 g (time signal) and a
mean value of 1 g due to the drifter’s gravitational load. Finally, the frequency dominating the pitch angular velocity GY

is around 1.25 Hzwith amaximum peak to peak amplitude of 10 rad/s (time signal). A harmonic of themainGY frequency
is induced at AZ, presenting a peak at 2.5 Hz.
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The natural frequency at AZ can be analytically validated following the procedure reported in [20], where a drifter
with similar characteristics was deployed in a wave flume. There, is obtained using

where mb is the total drifter mass, is the fluid density, is the gravity acceleration, R is the radius of the buoy, is the
distance between the SWL and cg and mf is the hydrodynamic mass. mf can be estimated using

Using the parameters from TABLE I and TABLE II on equation (1), the simulated natural frequency from the vertical
accelerationAZ of 0.92 is validated. Results also solidly tally with the experimental ones previously reported in [13], where
a similar ocean drifter presented a vertical of around 1 Hz when deployed in the Mediterranean sea. The small
differences found in the frequency come from the differences on the drifter’s constructive parameters. Regarding the
natural frequency on GY , it can be analytically obtained using

where IY is the drifter’s inertia around Y axis and If is the hydrodynamic inertia. Using the parameters from TABLE I and
TABLE II on equation (3), a of 1.25 is analytically validated. Finally, regarding the natural frequency onAX ( ), as data
is taken at the geometric centre of the unit and rotation occurs around its centre of masses, it is obvious that this point
will horizontally oscillate with a motion of the same frequency. Therefore, the natural frequency in these last two DOF is
the same . Again, results are similar to the experimental ones reported in [13] with small discrepancies
generated from the drifter’s constructive parameters.

III. MODEL AND DESIGN OF ROLLINGMASS WAVE ENERGY HARVESTER

The previous section presents the analysis of the sea conditions that provide ambient kinetic energy with the potential
to be converted into useful electricity. An analysis of input vibrations is fundamental for the appropriate design of the
KEH [21]. A schematic diagram of the KEH with an electro magnetic converter embedded in the oceanic drifter is shown
in Fig. 4. This KEH is excited by the horizontal and vertical accelerations (AX,AZ) and the rotation angular velocity around

A A G
H f
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Y (GY) presented in Fig. 3. The operation of this device is based on the excited movement of a rolling mass embedded
into the drifter’s frame. This rolling mass includes an electromagnetic circuit which rotates with relative velocity v against
the fixed coil placed on the drifter’s frame. The motion of this magnetic system changes the magnetic field B through the
fixed coil. In accordance with Faraday’s Law, an electromotive voltage is induced on the conductor of the fixed coil.
Should an electrical load (e.g. resistive load) be connected, then a current flow through the coil will provide an additional
electro magnetic damping force which would be proportional to the consumed electrical power, including electrical
losses.

A A
G

Based on the KEH description above, a concept of rolling mass resonator model is designed and shown in Fig. 5. This
kinetic harvester provides a complex multidisciplinary system whose model includes; the input frame’s motion (AX, AZ

and GY), the rolling mass resonator dynamics and an electromagnetic model of the energy converter. This system
integrates the author’s experience with KEH and oceanic drifter dynamics. In this work, the mass ratio of the rolling mass
and the drifter is low (0.04) as in [20] (0.06), where it has been experimentally proven that the rolling mass does not have
a significant effect on the measured wave parameters. Therefore, the value of contact force between both bodies is also
low and does not influence the drifter dynamics. The whole system can be modelled with a simple 1 DOF system of mass
spring damper, which is suitable for a preliminary analysis of the KEH. However, several assumptions are required:

The dynamics of the rolling mass do not affect the drifter motion itself.
The mechanical energy of all excited bodies is modelled with a general excitation Qex.
The weight and inertia moment of the rolling system is included in effective mass mef.
The rolling system is expected to rotate, so the amplitude of angle is small.
Due to the small movement of around the equilibrium position, the non linear operation of this system in
the gravity field is linearized by a constant value of stiffness k.
The consumption of the harvested power is depicted by linear damping de.

A A
G Qex 

The herein presented design respects all the stated assumptions. This approach is based on the fact that the rolling
resonator shows linear operation with very low amplitudes around the equilibrium position. Therefore, the linearized
approach and the equivalent linear model can be used to obtain the mechanical and electrical parameters. These
parameters will be further used in the multibody model presented in Section II.A, where the nonlinear operation is
included.

The transformation of the rolling mass resonator into a mass spring damper system with 1 DOF is based on the
mechanical Lagrange formulation which is described in [14]. The resulting differential motion equation (4) with a
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generalized coordinate of angular position see Fig. 5) could be used in the analysis of resonance frequency and the
tuning up of its geometrical parameters. For this reason, a preliminary design of the KEH, shown in Fig. 6, was proposed.

The effective mass meff can be obtained from the rolling diameter d, its weight m and the moment of inertia of the roller
I. The stiffness k is calculated from the potential energy of the rolling mass and it has a non linear proportionality with
diameter D and position The operation of this softening nonlinear system is linearized around equilibrium. Both meff
and k formulation can be found in [14].

The natural frequency of the rolling mass motion can be calculated with equation (5) depending mainly on the ratio of
both diameters d andD. A sensitivity study of the already presented design was done by tuning these parameters. Results
of this sensitivity study based on formula (5) using the linearized model are shown in Fig. 7. We conclude that a
combination of a smaller rolling diameter d and a bigger cavity diameter D is required with respect to the previous
prototype published in [14]. Resulting D and d from this study are shown later in TABLE III.

However, due to the softening nonlinear system, the operation frequency of this harvester is lower than natural
frequency presented in equation (5). Then, the value of resonance frequency depends on the amplitude of the nonlinear
oscillation. This concept of a softening nonlinear system is designed for a frequency bandwidth operation of around 0.4
– 0.5 Hz.

The aim of this paper is to achieve resonance between the rolling mass and the drifter motion in order to maximize the
amplitude of the rolling mass motion and increase the energy harvested. Amplitudes of the rolling resonator in resonance
operation are determined by the mechanical damping dm and electro mechanical damping de. The mechanical damping is
assumed from the publication [14] and, together with k and meff, they determine the mechanical quality factor Q of this
resonator as (6).
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The electro mechanical damping coefficient de depends on the design of electro magnetic converter and the connected
electrical load. Regarding the electro magnetic converter, the design of the coils and the magnetic circuits with rare earth
permanent magnets is also adopted from the previous wearable harvester published in [14]. The frame cavity diameter
D and the rolling mass diameter d have been analysed in this paper for the specific case of the drifter under sea excitation
with the goal of maximizing the harvested power, which would happen in resonance operation.

As the design of the electro magnetic converter was successfully tested for a wearable energy harvester in [14], where
dimensions and electrical parameters of the coils and the permanent magnets were chosen, the model has been extended
here with the addition of the electrical part. The electrical circuit of the current KEH is simple because the coil (with
inductance L and resistance RC) is connected in series with the resistive load RL. This resistance represents the useful
electrical load and the harvested power is analysed at its terminals. When the electromotive voltage ui is induced, a current
i flows through the electrical circuit as described by equation (7), where ui is equal to the sum of the voltage drops around
the coil and the load.

In accordance with Faraday’s Law, the induced voltage can be obtained as (8).

where is the rolling mass angular velocity and c is the coupling coefficient of the electromagnetic converter, calculated
as (9).

In equation (9), is total magnetic flux through the coil, B is the magnetic flux density through the coil,N is the number
of turns in the coil and LC is the active length of the coil. The current flow through the coil provides back electromotive
force which is represented both in Fig. 5 and eq. (4) by a damping force . This relation can be formulated as (10).

On the basis of the previous analysis of the linearized model, the final coupled electro mechanical system results in the
linearized differential motion equation (11) and the sum of voltages in the electrical circuit shown at (12). Inductance L
has been neglected due to the low dynamics of the designed coils.

On the base of the parametric study in Fig. 7 and the analysis of the coupled system, resulting physical parameters of
the rolling mass KEH have been chosen and are presented in TABLE III.
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IV. MULTI BODY SIMULATION OF THE ROLLING RESONATOR UNDER SEA EXCITATION

A. Multi body model of multidisciplinary energy harvester
The presented coupled electro mechanical model resulting in equations (11) and (12) is useful to analyse the system’s

movement close to the equilibrium. However, the behaviour of the rolling mass resonator under sea conditions could
provide high excitation inertia forces which would create a wide range of motions of the rolling mass, some of them
outside the operation range where the linearized coupled equations are valid. Therefore, MSC.ADAMS software has been
chosen for the analysis of the rolling mass harvester under sea conditions. A multi body model of the proposed KEHwas
created using the proposed parameters and geometry of TABLE III. The multi body model reproduced in MSC.ADAMS
replaced both the linear differential equation (11) and the electrical model (12). A simplified geometry of both bodies
(frame and roller) and its joints is shown in Fig. 8. The frame is actuated by the resulting OrcaFlex motion vectors which
are used as input excitation for the MSC.ADAMS multi body simulation. Such data represents the sea drifter’s
(parameters in TABLE I) behaviour under TABLE II sea conditions. The operation of the KEH under sea excitation will
be efficient when its nonlinear resonant frequency is similar to the typical excitation frequency. Due to the non linear
operation of the multi body model with a real softening stiffness, the initial natural frequency is slightly bigger than
dominant frequency in Fig. 3. This concept expects amplitudes which provide a frequency bandwidth at around 0.4 Hz
for this softening nonlinear system. This means that this resonator could effectively operate in a frequency range of 1.2 –
1.6 Hz.

The contact between both bodies transfers an excitation to the roller, whose movement dynamics in the gravity field is
simulated. This model could define both rolling and sliding movements which are observed for high excitation. The
mechanical damping model is described by a damping plus a friction coefficient, placed at the point of contact between
both bodies. This damping model provides a resonator’s mechanical quality factorQ of 4.5. The electromagnetic damping
model is described by a spring torsion force which includes both electrical equations (10) and (12). The induced voltage
of equation (8) is obtained from the simulated angular velocity.

B. Simulation result for different sea conditions
The multi body MSC.ADAMS model of the designed KEH has been excited with the drifter’s motion obtained from

OrcaFlex. Ochi Hubble wave spectrum provides an irregular sea state which proved interesting in terms of energy
generation for drifter applications using the herein presented KEH. This device has been designed using parameters from
the already tested KEH presented in [14] with some modifications in order to tune up its resonance frequency to the
current application of oceanographic drifters. This design provides an advantage in nonlinear frequency response, where
the operation bandwidth is extended, as described above. The simulation under these irregular sea conditions provides
the relative movement of the rolling mass with the magnetic circuit with respect to the frame, the coil and the resistive
load. The peaks on the output voltage have been found in the range of 1 – 5 Volts on a one minute simulation. In this
scenario, the total harvested energy has been 23 mJ. Fig. 9 shows the simulated output power, presenting promising
peaks up to 7 mW that can be used to expand the drifter’s autonomy. As the parameters of the coil and the magnetic
circuit have not been optimized for this application, there is still room to increase the output power.
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The non optimized parameter c provides a weak electromagnetic coupling between the movable magnets and the coil,
resulting in a low output power. Several simulations have been performed to analyse how the electromagnetic coupling
coefficient c affects the total harvested electrical energy. These simulations have been done for different c and resistive
loads, and the resulting harvested energy is presented in Fig. 10. Coefficient c used in the previous simulation (Fig. 9) was
0.2 Wb/rad, showing a non optimal design of the rolling mass under sea excitation. The output results of the weak
coupling stage are presented in dark blue in Fig. 10.

On the basis of the simulated results of tuning c, it is obvious that an optimized coil and magnetic circuit could provide
significantly higher power on drifters under sea excitation. However, the mechanical fabrication of the roller provides
limitation on the maximal theoretical value of c. Based on our experience in designing electromagnetic converters and
according to [22], the coupling coefficient could be increased up to 1.5 Wb/rad. Then, according to results shown in Fig.
10, the harvested energy using the designed KEH could increase up to 600 mJ, meaning that an average power of around
10 mW could be feasible for this application. The fabrication, optimization and the experimental test in real conditions of
the herein presented KEH are future aims of our development.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The main aim of this paper is to present an innovative concept of Kinetic Energy Harvester (KEH) for oceanic drifter
applications. The presented system could provide an unlimited source of energy for low power, long time monitoring
systems. The proposed concept of KEH is based on a rolling mass resonator with an electromagnetic converter. This
converter includes a magnetic system of permanent magnets that oscillates with respect to a coil fixed to the frame. The
motion of the roller and the magnets caused by the waves induces a current on the coil that would potentially power the
drifter electronics. The geometrical parameters of KEH have been designed for this purpose and some of them have been
assumed from a wearable application previously presented in [14]. The herein scientific contribution is based on the
model based design of this KEH adapted for oceanic drifter applications.
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On the one hand, simulation using OrcaFlex provides data of the motion of a specific drifter and its frequency under
known sea conditions. Resulting natural frequencies at each DOF of the drifter have been analytically validated. Also,
they have been compared with the experimental results reported in previous papers where similar oceanic drifters have
been deployed in controlled sea areas. The KEH have been designed to capture the energy from the drifter’s motion,
composed of surge and heave oscillation and pitch rotation. These oscillation and rotation movements have been used as
input vectors for the multibody model of the KEH.

On the other hand, the multibody system of rolling mass has been defined in MSC.ADAMS. It includes the excitation
of the frame forced by the drifter and the mechanical and electro mechanical damping models. Results show how the
motion of the rolling mass is transformed into electrical power by the coil’s induced current. Using the initial physical
parameters and the obtained OrcaFlex motion vectors, around 23 mJ of electrical energy have been harvested during a
60 second simulation. Furthermore, simulations performed with different parameters of the electro mechanical coupling
model show that its optimization leads to an improvement of up to 600 mJ of electrical energy under the same sea
conditions.

The presented design and simulations show that this energy harvesting application could be successfully employed to
expand the autonomy of oceanic drifters. The fabrication, optimization and the experimental test in real conditions of the
herein presented KEH are future aims of our development.
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